Funded Week Long Spanish
Course in Santander for Primary and
Secondary Staff
This exciting opportunity uses European funding to send school staff (teachers, TAs, Head Teachers
and other staff) to Santander in the north of Spain for a week of intensive language learning,
language teaching methodology, teaching ideas and cultural activities.
They will also spend time in a Spanish school allowing them to build lasting links with Spanish
colleagues.

This opportunity is open to people with any level of Spanish from absolute beginners to confident
speakers. Participants will be grouped for language lessons according to ability.
Up to two people per school may participate in any one round of courses. (There are three rounds
per year.) If there are more than two people in your school who would like to take part, they can
apply for the next round.

The next course will be from Sunday 25th May to
Sunday 1st June 2014
Participants are supported in applying for a grant and accompanied throughout the visit.

(Our hotel!)

The grant is up to €2500 per person and covers the following:






Course fees and activities
Hotel accommodation (single room with own bathroom)
Meals
Travel *
An allocation towards Spanish courses undertaken before the visit

(* A portion of the grant is allocated towards flights. This is usually enough to cover the full cost of the flight, but on rare
occasions the actual cost of the flight may exceed the grant by a small amount)

If you or anyone in your school might be interested,
please call or email Alison McGregor
Tel: 07543922251
Email: info@clarogb.co.uk
“This has been the most valuable, fun experience I’ve ever had. It has given me a love of Spain, its
culture, the people and the language. I now have a real enthusiasm and drive to persevere and learn
the language and pass that on to the children.” Laraine Kelly, Trafford.
“The result of my trip was the massive impact it had on improving my level and confidence of
speaking Spanish which in turn led to me now teaching Spanish at St Chad’s from Yr2 to Yr6.” Bev
Preston, St Chad’s, Oldham.
“It is a fantastic experience, one of the best things I have ever done! It has got me really excited
about teaching Spanish and about carrying on with Spanish myself.” Eleanor Drabble, Trafford.
“The school was so welcoming and the children delightful.” Gill Heathcote, Trafford.
“It is a fantastic opportunity to improve your language and inspire you to make language lessons
great in school. This has been a fabulous, fantastic trip.” Heather Brook, Oldham.

